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Every day, millions of people in more than 100 countries use HID products and services to securely access physical and digital places. Billions of things that need to be identified, verified and tracked are connected through our technology.







About HID















We make it possible for people to transact safely, work productively and travel freely.
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The Industry Report: 2024 State of Security and Identity



The rise of digital solutions, such as multi-factor authentication and artificial intelligence, are shaping a new frontier that elevates the security posture of the enterprise but also requires security professionals to modernize and level up with new skills.







Read the report

















HID Connects



HID Connects is a podcast designed to bring you the latest news and trends in the security space. Our goal is to equip you with information and best practices and open new conversations on topics shaping our industry.







Listen now






























Les Roches Case Study
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Bahrains ePassport wins Three Industry Awards



We are thrilled to announce our latest achievement: winning three prestigious awards for our cutting-edge ePassport design, setting new standards in security and innovation. Discover the future of travel and access control, where technology meets design excellence.







Read more about the awards
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We See Digital Travel Credentials in Your Future



The way we travel is constantly evolving. We’ve gone from horses to cars and trains, from months on the sea to hours in the sky. Now, we’re going from paper passports to digital travel credentials (DTCs). Your citizens are ready to be part of the digital transformation. Are you? 







Learn about the digital transformation













Physical Identity & Access Management



PIAM integrates physical and IT systems to automate the identity and access needs of your workforce, visitors and extended identities. Elevate your brand experience and make compliance and security easier with the most robust, off-the-shelf physical identity and access management solutions.







Learn more
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HID Mobile Access



With HID Mobile Access, you can use a mobile device as a credential to access doors, networks, services and more. Leveraging Seos® as its underlying credential technology, HID Mobile Access can significantly increase convenience, boost efficiency and maximize security.







Learn more













Real-Time Location Services in Healthcare



HID Location Services is a solution enablement platform that delivers real-time location of clinicians, patients and devices. It also monitors temperature-sensitive assets and unifies healthcare systems and applications through a scalable cloud architecture thus improving clinician accountability, patient throughput and asset management.







Learn more
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HID News and Events













Newsroom



HID and ASSA ABLOY Elevate the Airport Experience with AI-Driven Facial Recognition and Self-Service Gate Control
Apr, 03 2024




HID Collaborates with Santander International to Secure Its Mobile Banking with Authentication Technology
Mar, 27 2024




HID Recognized for Its Design Expertise as Bahrain’s ePassport Wins Multiple Prestigious Awards
Mar, 21 2024




View All











Blog



HID Connects Podcast S2E6 — Artificial Intelligence in Security: Rise of the Machines or “Meh”?
Apr, 09 2024
| HID 



Experience Innovative, Customer-Focused ID Solutions for Transformative Results Across the Globe With HID FARGO®
Apr, 08 2024
| Lisa Cowger 



Onboarding Exceptional Experiences: How Biometric Self-Boarding Gates Are Transforming Air Travel
Apr, 08 2024
| Vito Fabbrizio 



View All











Events



ISC West
April 10, 2024 - April 12, 2024 | Las Vegas,
Nevada,
United States


ISC West
April 10, 2024 - April 12, 2024 | Las Vegas,
Nevada,
United States


Passenger Terminal Expo 
April 16, 2024 - April 18, 2024 | Messe Frankfurt,
Germany


View All

















Find a Partner



Large scale projects can be complex and intimidating. Fortunately, HID has an extensive partner network to help you get on the right track.


 







Find a partner
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Language




	English
	简体中文
	Deutsch
	Español
	Français
	日本語
	한국어
	Português, Brasil


















